MR LAURENT TURNING UNWANTED FIELD TO A MULTI
YIELD PRODUCTIVE

Change to Agroecological Farming is the
new Method of Farming. Today we
celebrate what this small-scale farmer
Has achieved to make his land be
productive.

He followed the advice and started to take
advantage of the space left between the two rows
through mixed crop farming. And the results were
outstanding with more yield produced more than
ever.

M

eet Mr Laurent Msing’a a small-scale farmer Mr. Laurent has been struggling with the problem
in the small village of Vitonga and a member of pest within the field and does not want to use
of the farmer group called Tukalehamwe chemical pesticides.
which is under the support of FPC Project.
So how did he achieve to fight against pest?
Farming has not been easy for Mr. Laurent since his
farm is in an area with water runways, also
“This type of farming has helped me so much, first to
susceptible to pest and the land is not that produce many types of crops at same time for the same
of land like cassava, maize and various pulses and it
productive. In the past years he has not seen any piece
has increased my productivity to high levels because it
major success in terms of farming like he used to helps to prevent weed in the field, conserve moisture and
shade”
produce only in a 2-acre farm very small amount of
yield annual.
Through Organic bio pesticides for examples
Until 2020, Mr. Laurent wanted to make some ashes. He now realized that the ashes from the
changes in his farming methods so that he can burnt charcoal they use to cook could be a very
produce more and improve his family livelihoods. useful thing. Application of ashes on the field
So, when the farmers group was formed around the during the early stages of a crop would help to
end of March 2020, he also joined the group and fight against different pest and insects without
went through the training which conducted by the disrupting the nature of the soil and adding
FPC Project facilitators under Sustainable chemicals.
agriculture Tanzania (SAT).
Another biggest challenge was that his farm field
However, when he started training, he was was in a bad location which led to water passing
convinced now he is realizing some changes as he through the farm and making it swampy. So, he
puts it into practice. At this time, they were advised never thought that this field would reach its full
about spacing between pots and lines during the first potential. But with the help of the training and
stage of planting for example 75 cm between two advises by SAT facilitators they showed him
rows and 30 cm between pots and intercropping proper ways to direct away water runways by
practices which improves crops diversification and creating different streams along the farm field.
improves the land fertility.
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This method turned around Mr. Laurent farm field
from a low productivity farm to high productivity.

Once you start farming you are going to need
fertilizers to improve the health of the soil and
increase productivity, so another important lesson
they learned is making organic manure with the
use of pig wastes. This was an added advantage
for Mr Laurent since he had pigs already, so he
implemented this as soon as possible to increase
productivity.

Mr. Laurent says that through out this time
SAT has been very supportive and educative,
he has managed to increase productivity,
improve his family livelihoods, and looks
forward to expanding more and more of his
farm area.

Before the training Mr. Laurent could hardly
produce 2 acres of farm but now, he produces
about 5 acres of farm with different kinds of crops.
He also has cashew nuts trees on his field which
they were given by the Mvomero district council to
add on their field in 2020.
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